Abstract. Testing samples distinction is necessary in a wide range of practical tasks. Medicine, sociology, psychology, marketing -
Introduction
Testing of samples distinction is a well-studied and described in detail problem in the literature. The reference substantiating this statement is practically the entire bibliography of this article. Nevertheless, there are new publications on this issue (Luke, Corrine, & Ismail, 2012) . And, due to the branching of testing cases, the task of systematization of existing methods, solved with examples of illustrations, is always relevant. This problem is solved in this article.
With minimal math justification, formulas are given for calculating the corresponding statistics. A more detailed description can be founded at IBM Knowledge Center. This is done in order to be able to repeat the calculations almost "manually" and is intended as an accompaniment of the course that is taught to students. It is assumed that the examples in this article will help in the conduct and understanding of the calculations carried out in SPSS (Official website SPSS).
Nature of the data
Two samples are tested -control and investigated. The main task is to determine whether the first and second samples belong to the same general population, i.e. whether the control and test samples are equally distributed. A condition equally distributed may relate to a certain type of distribution, for example, a normal distribution. If a distribution is established this can be related to its numerical characteristics such as expectation or variance for example.
Samples can be dependent or independent. The sample data is discrete or continuous. Discrete data can be nominal or ordinal. Total we get 12 terminal options for which certified procedures are established testing the hypothesis about the difference of samples. The very fact of the difference between the samples can be clarified by the nature of the difference, for example, the expectation is greater for the control sample. Or the variance of the investigated and control samples are equal.
There are some examples of testing the samples distinction in the paper. The data were modeled in SPSS. The main task of the generated examples is their reproducibility in any computing environment, including an ordinary calculator. This allows you to study the technique of testing the samples distinction, contributes to the understanding of the corresponding algorithm and useful in educational purposes.
Known distributions
Let the distributions of the control and investigated samples be known. There are x F θ and y F θ , where x θ and y θ parameter vectors. Then the task of testing the samples distinction is reduced to testing the hypothesis Н 0 :
Independent samples Т-tests
To conduct a t-test, it is necessary that the data obey the normal distribution. Or the sample should be large, and its parameter estimates are asymptotically normal. Dividing (1) by the root of (2), normalized to the number of degrees of freedom gives us Student statistics with n x +n y -2 degrees of freedom (Gosset [Student, pseud.], 1908): where degrees of freedom k is calculated by the formula (Satterthwaite's, 1946) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Nonparametric tests
When conducting non-parametric tests, the differences of the samples allowed arbitrary distributions of the control and test samples. The null hypothesis is that the distributions are equal. Most often, non-parametric tests are applied to relatively small samples.
Independent observations Mann and Whitney U-test
The Mann and Whitney test or the U test refers to ranking criteria. To carry out a rank test, it is necessary to combine the X and Y samples. Then arrange the resulting sequence. Its elements are numbered 1, 2,...,nx+ny. If all values of a sequence are different (not the same), then the rank is equal to the element number of the sequence. Consecutive identical elements are assigned a rank equal to the arithmetic mean of their numbers. We obtain a sequence of ranks R i . The belonging of X and Y in the combined sequence is fixed by additional grouping variable with two categories. The first category in this variable belongs to the control group, and the second to the investigated group.
Since, with the validity of the hypothesis H 0 : F x = F y , all combinations of ranks are equally likely, the significance level of the rank criterion does not depend on the distribution of X and Y. The sum of the ranks X gives us statistics (Wilcoxon, 1945) Too small W values indicate that F x <F y . Too big on F x >F y . U statistics is calculated using the formula (Mann & Whitney, 1947) 
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Z statistics is calculated by the formula
Moses extreme reactions test
Similar to the U-test, the Moses test is a ranking criterion. But if using the U test, systematic offsets are estimated. When using the Moses test, it is possible to estimate the multidirectional offsets of the tested variable. The Moses test is used for extreme responses compared to a control group. To carry out the test you combine samples X and Y and arrange the resulting sequence. Values of the combined sequence are assigned the ranks of R. Statistics is calculated (Moses, 1952) The X variable outliers can distort the test results. To exclude it SPAN statistics are also calculated with the "Outliers Trimmered from each End" option. In this option the upper and lower 5% quantiles are cut off from the X variable. After which the ranks are assigned again and the SPAN is calculated from (10).
Wald-Wolfowitz runs test
During the Wald-Wolfowitz test, samples X and Y are also combined. The resulting sequence is ordered with the group variable indicating X or Y. For example, if X, then 0, and if Y, then 1, as in table 3. The concept of different runs is introduced. These are consecutive zeroes, or ones. Different runs have different lenght. For example run with lenght 2 means 00 or 11. Length of run can be equal to 1. This means that after X immediately follows Y, or vice versa. Then is calculated (Wald & Wolfowitz, 1940) 
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where R -is equal a sum of runs,
If number of samples n<50 and (11) is calculated with corrector (IBM Knowledge Center) (Kolmogorov, 1933) 
During the test, statistics are calculated (Smirnov, 1933) Conference. Volume V, May 24 th -25 th , 2019. 374-382 382
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Summary
SPSS offers a wide range of statistical calculations. The size of the article does not allow presenting even a small part of these possibilities with proper quality. The article describes only one direction of statistical research. This is testing the difference of two samples or two groups. A description is given of the corresponding test algorithms for independent and paired samples with a normal distribution. Algorithms for conducting non-parametric tests included in SPSS in case of unknown distributions are also described. The above algorithms are illustrated by examples with simulated data. Sample size allows you to repeat the calculation manually. It helps to remember the work of the test and contributes to the understanding of the material.
